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Flight cancellations snarl holiday plans
Staffing issues tied to COVID-19 cited
NEW YORK, Dec 26, (AP):
Airlines continued to cancel hundreds of ﬂights Saturday because of stafﬁng
issues tied to COVID-19,
disrupting holiday celebrations during one of the busiest travel times of the year.
FlightAware, a ﬂight-tracking website, noted nearly 1,000
canceled ﬂights entering, leaving
or inside the U.S. Saturday, up
from 690 ﬂights scrapped on Friday. Over 250 more ﬂights were
already canceled for Sunday.
FlightAware does not say why
ﬂights are canceled.
Delta, United and JetBlue had all
said Friday that the omicron variant
was causing stafﬁng problems leading
to ﬂight cancellations. United spokesperson Maddie King said stafﬁng
shortages were still causing cancellations and it was unclear when normal
operations would return. “This was
unexpected,” she said of omicron’s
impact on stafﬁng. Delta and JetBlue
did not respond to questions Saturday.
According to FlightAware, the
three airlines canceled more than 10%
of their scheduled Saturday ﬂights.
American Airlines also canceled more
than 90 ﬂights Saturday, about 3% of
its schedule, according to FlightAware. American spokesperson Derek
Walls said the cancellations stemmed
from “COVID-related sick calls.” European and Australian airlines have
also canceled holiday-season ﬂights
because of stafﬁng problems tied to
COVID-19.
For travelers, that meant time away
from loved ones, chaos at the airport
and the stress of spending hours
standing in line and on the phone
trying to rebook flights. Peter Bockman, a retired actor, and his daughter
Malaika, a college student, were supposed to be in Senegal on Saturday
celebrating with relatives they hadn’t
seen in a decade. But their 7:30 p.m.
flight Friday from New York to Da-

Holiday travelers line up at the security checkpoint at Pittsburgh International Airport in Imperial, Pa., Thursday, Dec. 23, 2021. At least three major airlines say they have canceled dozens of
ﬂights, Friday, Dec. 24, because illnesses largely tied to the omicron variant of COVID-19 have taken a toll on ﬂight crew numbers during the busy holiday travel season. (AP)

kar was canceled, which they found
out only when they got to the airport.
They were there until 2 a.m. trying to
rebook a flight.
“Nobody was organizing, trying to
sort things out,” he said, faulting Delta
for a lack of customer service. “Nobody explained anything. Not even,
‘Oh we’re so sorry, this is what we can
do to help you.’”
Their new ﬂight, for Monday evening, has a layover in Paris, and they are

worried there will be issues with that
one as well. They have already missed
a big family get-together that was
scheduled for Saturday.
FlightAware’s data shows airlines
scrapped more than 6,000 ﬂights globally for Friday, Saturday and Sunday
combined as of Saturday evening, with
almost one-third of affected ﬂights
to, from or within the United States.
Chinese airlines made up many of the
canceled ﬂights, and Chinese airports

NLRB to review order blocking
Nissan plant small union ‘vote’
NASHVILLE, Tenn., Dec 26, (AP): A federal labor board is reviewing a decision by
one of its regional officials to deny a union
from trying to organize fewer than 100 of
the thousands of employees at Nissan’s auto
assembly plant in Tennessee.
A 3-2 decision Tuesday by the National
Labor Relations Board - now with a
Democratic majority under President Joe
Biden - ordered a review of the June ruling
that prevented a vote limited to 87 tool and
die technicians at Nissan’s Smyrna plant,
about 25 miles (40 kilometers) outside
Nashville.
The NLRB’s new order says the decision
by an acting regional director “raises substantial issues warranting review.”
The regional official ruled against the
smaller bloc vote after finding the few
dozen workers share an “overwhelming
community of interest” with the rest of the
facility’s production and maintenance workers, and that the only appropriate unionized
group through the International Association
of Machinists and Aerospace Workers campaign would be one representing about
4,300 plantwide production and maintenance workers. The union did not want the
larger vote and didn’t pursue it.
Three Democratic NLRB members
picked by President Joe Biden voted to
review that ruling. Two Republican members selected by former President Donald
Trump voted against it.
The decision restores some hope for

unions in what had been the latest failed
foray in the uphill fight to gain traction at
foreign-owned auto assembly plants in the
traditionally anti-union South.
The union has argued that the 87 employees sought for a bargaining unit have
extremely specialized skills for a job that
others at the plant cannot do and should be
eligible for standalone representation.
“We are pleased to see the Board
acknowledge the importance of this case,
particularly within the scope of how
employees choose to organize themselves
under the NLRA,” machinists union
spokesperson DeLane Adams said. “Tool
and Die Maintenance Technicians at
Nissan Tennessee have fought hard for a
union and deserve to have a voice on the
job.”
Meanwhile, the company has contended
that the employees are not sufficiently distinct from other plant workers to be eligible
for their own small unionized subgroup.
“Nissan believes the Regional Director’s
decision is supported by the evidence,”
Nissan spokesperson Lloryn Love-Carter
said. “Nissan remains committed to all of
our employees before, during, and after the
NLRB’s process.”
Nissan does work with organized labor in
the rest of the world, but votes to unionize
broadly at the U.S. two plants have not been
close. Workers in Smyrna rejected a plantwide union under the United Auto Workers
in 2001 and 1989.

Covetrus announces rejig
PORTLAND, Maine, Dec 26, (Agencies): Covetrus announced a new organizational structure within Northern
and Central Europe to execute the company’s three-year
strategy, deliver operational efﬁciencies, and better enable
the company’s combined commercial teams to service their
customers and provide a reset for the German and U.K. businesses.
Earlier this year, Covetrus announced the hiring of András
Bolcskei as Covetrus’ ﬁrst president of International. Mr.
Bolcskei was charged with bringing all commercial teams
outside of North America together, and today’s announcement advances that plan. Key changes include the development of a new International leadership team and a concerted
focus within the U.K. and German businesses, an anticipated
element of the company’s strategic plan, as well as an immediate and strong reaction to recent pressures within those
two regions.
Covetrus Germany will move its DACH headquarter
from Hamburg to Düsseldorf. Effective April 1, 2022, Covetrus’ Düsseldorf location will create the DACH hub for the
company under the leadership of Dr. Andreas Tschuor and
will restrengthen its commercial capabilities, service to customers and competitiveness within the German market. In
addition, the proximity of Düsseldorf to two other Covetrus
regions (Belgium and the Netherlands) will enable and lead
to increased efﬁciencies and operational excellence within
those regions’ commercial teams. The company will close
its Hamburg ofﬁce on March 31, 2022. Employment contracts tied to Hamburg will be discontinued, and employees
will be offered the choice to continue employment with unchanged conditions in the new Düsseldorf ofﬁce on April
1, 2022.
Development of a new leadership team to drive the company’s International Business. Effective January 1, 2022, and
similar to the structure adopted in the U.S. earlier this year, the
U.K. commercial and the Global Technology Solutions (GTS)
teams, and the U.K. & Europe sales teams will come under
one, uniﬁed commercial leadership, led by Loic Jegou, Country
Manager and VP, Northern Europe. Mr. Jegou joined Covetrus
last month with 18 years of experience in the animal health
pharmaceutical business at Pﬁzer and MSD Animal Health.
The U.K. business will increase service to U.K.-based customers through an extended focus of the company’s “One Face to
Customer” approach. Additionally, in keeping with a true International approach, Australia and New Zealand are adopting
the same go-to-market strategy, and the GTS sales team within
the APAC region will report directly to Simon Hellams, VP,
APAC. Covetrus is uniquely suited, within the animal health
industry, to meet their customers’ overall needs with a single
point of contact due to Covetrus’ expansive product and service
offering and breadth of capabilities.

topped FlightAware’s lists of those
with most cancellations. It wasn’t
clear why. China has strict pandemic
control measures, including frequent
lockdowns, and the government set
one on Xi’an, a city of 13 million people, earlier this week.
Employees who answered the phone
Sunday at customer hotlines for Air
China and China Eastern airlines said
they had received no notice of cancelations of ﬂights to or from the United

States.
Air China usually ﬂies between
New York City and Shanghai twice a
week. China Eastern has two weekly
ﬂights to Los Angeles, one from Beijing and the other from the southern
city of Shenzhen. Another Chinese
airline, Hainan Airlines, suspended
ﬂights to the United States early in the
pandemic.
The Civil Aviation Administration
of China’s flight schedule through

the end of March shows a total of
408 international flights planned per
week. That is down 21% from a year
earlier.
Flight delays and cancellations
tied to staffing shortages have been
a regular problem for the U.S. airline
industry this year. Airlines encouraged workers to quit in 2020, when
air travel collapsed, and were caught
short-staffed this year as travel recovered.

